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Friday, August 25. 2006

PSPVBA: No longer updated and maintained ....

Exophase has released a new full speed GBA emulator for the PSP with awesome performances !

PSPVBA will never reach full speed, since it used classical software emulation technics, that can't be compared to JIT
(Just In Time) recompiler based emulators ... 

PSPVBA is dead, long life to Gameplay PSP (gPSP, the new GBA emu), and i have to say that i'm really impressed by
the work of Exophase , and i'm waitting for new releases !

     Zx.

 Posted by zx-81 in GameBoy Adv at 19:34

But gpsp has a lot of plobrem
    nmm on Aug 25 2006, 21:14

Please update pspvba,please&#12539;&#12539;&#12539;&#12539; 
&#65288;&#65321;&#12288;&#65345;&#65357; &#65345;
&#65354;&#65345;&#65360;&#65345;&#65358;&#65349;&#65363;&#65349;
&#65352;&#65353;&#65351;&#65352;&#12288;&#65363;&#65347;&#65352;&#65359;&#65359;&#65356;&#12288;student&#65289;
    nmm on Aug 25 2006, 21:20

It's a beta, but i'm sure next version will be usable on most of all games  ...

Cheers,         Zx
    zx-81 on Aug 25 2006, 21:28

How can you 
    silver on Aug 25 2006, 22:07

ZX-81: you are the pioneer in developing emulators...
someone wrote a better one...(or not!?) but we will hold yours in our heart...for ever!!!

I'm sure you'll release a lot of new emus....
cheers...
XazZ
    XazZ on Aug 25 2006, 22:20

Just goes to show you there is always someone better around, but still, you are an awesome coder and as XazZ put it, we will always
hold yours in our hearts. ALWAYS
Now, go beyond what has been done and create, innovate and inspire the masses with your coding genius.
Kthxbai,
  -Xenon-
    Xenon on Aug 25 2006, 23:57

What? Please, don't give up PSPVBA. Its one of the best GBA emulators for our PSP!!!
    aTomIC on Aug 26 2006, 00:17

Thank you for this great emu experience! Not sense the days of the snes emu development have I not been this excited about my
PSP.

Thank you for giving me something to look forward too every week (and sometimes every day).

R.I.P. PSPVBA, you still hold a place on my memory card 
    ZX-81 fan on Aug 26 2006, 01:52
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you are best!
    j-kan on Aug 26 2006, 04:57

You will soon have the best emu with a good UI etc ... be patient, and let Exophase to impress us with his huge talent 

Zx
    zx-81 on Aug 26 2006, 12:12

Thanks my friend 

Zx
    zx-81 on Aug 26 2006, 12:13

Thanks , and I still have many projects and homebrew dev ideas ... 

Zx
    zx-81 on Aug 26 2006, 12:15

lol ! thanks,

      Zx
    zx-81 on Aug 26 2006, 12:15

If have any place left, why not lol !

        Take care,        Zx
    zx-81 on Aug 26 2006, 12:16

well I hope to see you soon on the web with your fantatic hb! lol
THANK'U!!!
    oKami on Aug 26 2006, 17:33

ZX-81 you are one of the greatest programmers for the PSP and it takes a wise man to see he should concentrate his talent on
projects that have a brighter future.

I think all your releases are of excellent quality !!
    StoneCut on Aug 26 2006, 19:41

Hey ZX - just to say thanks for what you did with "PSPVBA" - it was a kind of giant...very stable, but just a little slow.  I think it showed
great work and coding though, and it was just a pity that it found itself undone.  It has been very gracious of you to help with
Exophase's release.

I'm looking forward to the other things you will undoubtedly bring out for the PSP.  

^Doody
    Doody on Aug 27 2006, 13:03

It is a pity... Still, good luck with your other projects! I am sure we'll see some interesting things from you (until you run outt of
machines to emulate... lol).

Maybe you could try to code a proper Amiga emulator for PSP? There isn't any working as it should...

Best of luck!
    Barts_706 on Aug 28 2006, 09:04

YEAH ! Amiga would be so great !
    Shin on Aug 28 2006, 16:48

Where's the link to last last update to the PSPGBA?  Thanks
    B.J. on Aug 30 2006, 20:53

Whoops!!!  My bad!!!  I mean PSPVBA.  Sorry!
    B.J. on Aug 30 2006, 20:57

please continues
    sd on Sep  1 2006, 02:29
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Click on pspvba in the categories menu (on the right corner of this blog  ).

Zx
    zx-81 on Sep  1 2006, 23:32

I would have continue if i had any hope to make it going faster 

Zx
    zx-81 on Sep  1 2006, 23:33

I love Josh Peck.
    Josh Peck on Nov  7 2006, 19:16

i cant get the emulator to work on my psp....it just goes back to the psp main menu screen....it stops right after it says that its
loading....how do i get it to work???thnx
    Patrick on Feb  7 2007, 02:55

sorry to hear your not updating it any further it 
keep up the great work (y)
    Sylvok on Aug  5 2008, 08:05
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